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Greetings from groupDCA!
groupDCA's aspiration behind designing workspaces is to create a unique identity giving users the
comfort within work environments by facilitating human interaction with the outside
environment.
This month’s edition of the newsletter highlights these concepts through one of our recently
completed projects – the Ofﬁce for Communique Marketing Solutions, Gurugram, which steers
towards creating a modern and egalitarian workspace that fosters creativity, collaboration, and
conversation.
We look forward to your thoughts and feedback - write in to us at media@dcaarch.com

Built to Suit Human Biology
One of groupDCA's core values – biophilia – endeavors to enhance human engagement with
nature in order to craft workspaces that promote happiness, good health, and well-being: ‘by
facilitating the elements of air, of light, and of the greens'.
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Given the current constraints of the Indian economy, we try to keep human beings and their
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relationship with the environment at the heart of our working methodology. The studio's design
solutions are driven by a distinct focus on delivering design excellence and innovation; rooted
within a local, climate-appropriate approach.

Read more on Workspace Design on our blog here.

The Ofﬁce for Communique Marketing Solutions provides a workspace that augments the well-being of its
users in addition to their professional productivity, by creating architecture that celebrates nature and its
cohesion with the built environment.

In the News
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Follow Us!

Our mailing address is:
344, Sultanpur, M.G. Road
New Delhi-110030
India
Copyright © 2019 groupDCA All rights reserved.
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